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1. Safety Precautions

Improtant Safety Measures
1) Make wiring according to the installation guide. Improper wiring may lead to maifuntction to 
    this product or damage to auto electric appliance. 
2) Lead for speaker 1 shall be connected to termianl of the speaker 1. Never connect the lead 
    to the car body or an incorrect speaker terminal. 
3) Make sure the wiring is correct before powering on the product.
4) When replacing a fuse, only use a new fuse with the same specification. 
5) Do not block the ventilation hole or heat sink, or overheating inside this product may lead to 
    unstable performance. 
6) After installation, begin to use the product (including replacement of automobile batteries). 
    First remove front panel, press "Reset" on the base with a pointed tool (it is forbidden to use 
    a sharp pointed object) to make the system in initial setup status. 
Replace a Fuse 
When replacing a fuse, make sure the original and new fuse have the same amperage. If the 
fuse is burnt, check power supply connection first before replacing it. If the new fuse is burnt 
out shortly, there may be internal fault and in this case, you shall contact the dealer. 
Warning:
Never use a fuse with a larger amperage than the fuse installed in this product, or it may lead 
to damage to this product.
Precautions
This product support the following discs:
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MPEG-4

MP3

DVD

VCD

CD

12cm

12cm

12cm

12cm

12cm

DIGITAL VIDEOVIDEO CD

DIGITAL AUDIO
         Mp3

DIGITAL AUDIO

DIGITAL AUDIO
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Disc Type Disc Mark Disc Content 

Audio and Image

Audio and Image

Only Audio

Only Audio

Audio and Image

Disc Size 

Note: VCD of this product is compatible with VCD 1.0/1.1/2.0/3.0 DVD disc. 

* Do not alter this product as it may lead to accident. 
* Any operations to this product which may affect normal driving shall be conducted only after 
   the auto has been stopped. 
* Do not keep this product running under excessively high or low temperature. Make sure the 
   internal temperature is within +60  and -10  before turning on the power. 
* When playing CD, pay attention to the following precautions for optimal vedio and audio 
  effect: 
   - Hold the disc on the edge to keep it clean. 
   - Do not use adhesive or ink on the disc. 
   - Do not use a disc with a sticker on it, as when the sticker falls off it may damage this product. 
   - Only use the special-purpose soft cloth wiping from the center to the edge to clean a disc.
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2. Introduction to Panel Functions

1. Monitor.
2. MENU: In DVD mode, press the key 
    to return to the root directory of disc 
    menu; in radio mode, press the key to
    switch to function operation interface.
3.     :Stop playback.
4. EQ: Press the key to select preset 
    sound mode. 
5. LOUD: Long press to enter/exit LOUD 
    function.
6. MIC: Pleas keep close the MIC input 
    in case avoiding communication under 
    Bluetooth mode.
7. RPT: Repeat Play.
8. VOL/SEL: Turn the key to regulate the volume. 
    Press SEL, the following items will appear: L-front
    /R-front/L-rear/R-rear/Subwoof/Bass/Middle/Treble/Volume.
9.      /      : under radio mode, press it to search channels automatically, and long press 
    it to search channels manually; under TV mode, press it to select the previous/next TV 
    channel; under playback mode, press it to select the previous/next music track, and long 
    press it to go fast forward and backward. 
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10. SRC: Press the key to change modes.
11. BAND: under radio mode, press it to switch the radio bands; 
12. AMS  : In radio mode, press to scan the preset radio programs; long press to 
      auto-search and store radio programs.
13.      : Play/Pause button.
14. PWR/   : Under power off mode, short press to turn on; power on mode, long press to turn 
      off. On work condition, short press for mute function.
15. AV IN: Under AV1 mode, audio and vedio input jack.
16.       (USB Jack): Support 1.0/2.0 USB interface.
17. IR (Remote window): It can receive infrared signal transmitted by remote controller 
      supplied with the product.
18.     : Short press to enter/exit disc control function, long press to force exit.
19. OPEN: The TFT LCD is floating structure. Under power off condition, press this button to 
      turn on and flip up TFT screen, repress it to flip down TFT screen.
20. SD/MMC Card Insert Jack.
21. Reset button. 
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3. Touch Screen Operations

You can control the device by touching the screen.
Radio 
1.      : Tap this area to go back to SOURCE.
2. Radio channel preset keys: Display list of 
    preset channels. Tap any preset key to receive
    the program from pre-saved radio channel. 
    Long tap to save the current radio channel. 
3.        : Tap it to switch wave bands.
4.        : Tap it to select between long-range and 
    short-range radio channels. 
5.        : Tap it to browse preset channels. Long 
    tap it to search for and automatically save radio channels.
6.               : Tap them to search for radio channels downwards/ upwards automatically; Long tap to 
    search for radio channels downwards/upwards manually.
7.        : Tap SYS to switch to system setup mode; when there is RDS function in the unit, this button 
    will change to       , Tap PAGE1 to RDS set up interface.
8. LOUD: Tap it to turn on/off LOUD function.
9. EQ: Tap it to select form preset sound modes.
Multimedia 
In DVD mode, tap any point on the screen to 
display the following keys: 
1.        : Tap it to play/pause the playing.
2.        : Tap it to stop playing, tap twice to stop 
    playing completely.
3.               : Tap it to select the previous/next music track. 
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Note: In DVD mode, tap twice the left side on the screen to display TITLE MENU; tap twice the lower 
right corner to display ROOT MENU. In other playing modes, tap the upper right corner to display 
numeric keys and then tap any key to operate. 
4.        : Tap it to display DVD SETUP. 
5.        : Tap it to display SOURCE.
TV 
1. Preset TV channels: Display list of preset TV 
    channels. Tap any channel to receive corresponding 
    program. Long tap current channel to save it. 
2.               : Tap it to turn to the previous/next page.
3.        : Tap it to automatically search for and save 
    TV channels. 
4.               : Tap them to search for TV channels 
    downwards/upwards automatically. Long tap them 
    to search for TV channels downwards/upwards manually.
5.        : Tap it to display system setup interface.
6. PAL-DK: Tap it to switch between TV systems.
Bluetooth
Hands-free Telephone
1.        : Bluetooth main menu
2.        : Telephone directory
3.        : Bluetooth setup page
4.        : SOURCE.
5. Number area
6.       : Dial key 
7.       : Clear key
8.       : Hang-up key
9.       : Switch mode of voice output

1
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Telephone directory
1.       : Display list of answered phone calls.
2.       : Display list of dialed phone calls.
3.       : Display list of missed phone calls. 
4.       : Turn to the next page.

Bluetooth setup
1.       : Link to Bluetooth devices.
2.       : Pair up with Bluetooth devices.
3.       : Disconnect from Bluetooth devices. 
4.       : Restart. 
5.       : Play/pause.
6.       : Stop playing.
7.              : Back to the previous or go to the next.
8.                            : Adjust volume.
In A2DP mode, press keys 5-7 to make touch 
screen operation.

Setup 
Switch to setup function. The screen will 
automatically go back to the current mode 
interface if no operations are conducted in 5s. 

INFO
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1.        : Display options in front-seat mode. 
    Tap it to select the front-seat mode. 

2.        : Tap it to display the current play information

3.        : Tap it to display the following: 
Volume, L-front, R-front, L-rear, R-rear, Subwoofer, 
Bass, Middle, Treble  
Tap             to turn to the next page and adjust the 
desired items; Tap          to adjust the above items.

INFO

INFO

INFO
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4.        : Tap it to display the following:
    Bright, Hue, Contract, Sharp is adjustable.
    Tap the desired item and tap          to adjust it. 

5.        : Display system settings.
    For details, refer to System Setup in the next chapter. 

6.        : Back to the current SOURCE.

System setup
Tap             to page up/down.
Clock Sys: Set up time format (12H/24H).
Key Beep: Enable/disable key beep.
ON: Enable. 
OFF: Disable.
Tap any key on the unit, remote control, or touch screen 
will not give out any beep. 
Local Area: Switch radio frequencies based on your 
                   location. 

Tap to adjust bass freq, middle freq, and treble freq. 

INFO

INFO

INFO
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Tap to adjust subwoof freq, bass factor middle factor.

Back Bright (dimmer): Adjust backlight brightness in 
night mode. (25%, 50%, 75% or 100% of normal 
brightness)
Back light 
Set the lasting time periods of backlight. 
(Normal status: off, 15s, 30s, and 60s.)

Clock Adjust: Tap                 to adjust time:
Tap          to select setup options (hour, minute, second);
Tap          to adjust time in each option.

Touch Adjust: Calibration of the screen is needed when 
displayed position do not match touch position.  
Tap the center of X on the touch screen and hold it for 
more than 1 second until adjust succeed appears on the 
screen. 

INFO

INFO

INFO
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GPS Mix SW: (This optional function may vary with actual 
                        products.)
ON: Continue the original audio output when switching to 
       navigation; 
OFF: Stop the original audio output when switching to nav
         igation.
GPS Volume
Set the volume of GPS guiding voice. (HIGH/ Mid/Low) 
(Optional, currently invalid.)

INFO
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4. Remote Controller

Remote Controller Use and Maintenance
Installing battery 
Slip out the battery tray in the back side, and insert 
the battery with its anode +  and cathode - in 
proper position. 
*Pull out the protruding film at first use.
Warnings: Keep batteries out of the reach of children. Seek medical attention if batteries are 
swallowed by children.

NOTES:
Apply only a CR2025 (3V) lithium-ion battery into the controller; 
remove the battery if the controller is not to be used for a month or 
longer; do not charge, disassemble, or heat the battery, or throw it into 
fire; do not handle the battery with metallic articles; do not place the 
battery together with other metallic objects; clean the controller and 
install a new battery if the old one leaks liquids; dispose of the battery 
according to state/local laws and regulations; be sure that the anode 
(+) and cathode (-) is properly positioned. 
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Instructions for Using Remote Controller
1. EQ :  Press this key to select preset sound mode; 
2. PWR/    : LongPress this key to start up; under playing mode, 
    Long press this key to turn off;Press the key to be mute.  
3. AMS/RDM: In radio mode,  press the key to scan the preset 
    radio stations, long press to search and store radio stations 
    automatically; in playback mode, press the key for random 
    playback.
4. RPT: In playback mode, press the key to repeat playback. 
5. MENU: In DVD mode, press the key to return to the root 
    directory of disc menu. 
6. [          ] [            ] [     /    /    /    ] [ENTER]: In playback mode, 
    fast forward/backward, select up/down; in radio mode, search 
    the frequency and select up/down channels; in DVD setup menu, select file list and set directory 
    with arrow keys, and then press ENTER. 
7. A-B/PROG: In playback mode, press the key to set the program order; in DVD/VCD mode, long 
    press to set the part for repeat playback.
8. 0-9(Number keys): In radio mode, press number keys (1-6) to select the preset radio stations, 
    long press to store radio stations; in playback mode, press the key to select the setlist directly.
9. DISP/*: Under other modes, press this key to display time, output mode and setting menu (Disc/
    SD/USB); under sound mode, repeatedly press this key to display play information; under 
    Bluetooth mode, press this key to dial. 
10. Press the disc
11. VOL-/SEL/VOL+: press "+" to increase the volume, press "-" to decrease the volume; Press SEL, 
      the following items will appear: VOL/BAL/FAD/BAS/TRE, then press "+/-" to adjust. 
12. LOUD : Long press this key to turn on/turn off "LOUD" function; 
13. SRC: Press the key to switch modes.
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14. SUB-T/LOC: In FM mode, press the key to select long-range and short-range radio; in DVD 
      mode, press the key to change subtitle languages. 
15. BAND/P/N: In radio mode, press the key to change wave band; in DVD/VCD mode, press the 
      key to select output format.
16.      : Press the key to pause, press it again to continue. 
17. TITLE: In DVD mode, press the key to return to title menu; in VCD mode, press the key to open
       /close PBC functions. 
18.     : Press the key to stop playing. 
19. SETUP: Under playing mode, short press this key to display DVD setting; under DVD mode, 
      long press this key to display menu setting interface, short press this key under other modes to 
      display menu setting interface. 
20.       : Playing DVD/VCD, press this key to watch slow motions. 
21. ZOOM: When playing DVD/VCD, press this key to magnify or reduce the picture. 
22. ANGLE: When playing disks with function of angle switching, press this key to switch the angle 
      of watching. 
23. AUDIO/ST: In DVD mode, press the key repeatedly to select audio language; in VCD mode, 
      press the key repeatedly to select channel mode; in radio mode, press the key to select stereo 
      channel or mono audio channel. 
24. CLEAR: Clearing function.
25. GOTO/#: In DVD mode, press GOTO and cursor key to select title, setlist, disc sound, disc 
      subtitle, angle, title time, section time, repeat play, time display, then press ENTER to set; in 
      VCD mode, press GOTO and cursor key to select setlist, all disc time, track time, repeat play,
      time display, then press ENTER to set; in CD/MP3 mode, press GOTO key to select track time
      "_ _:_ _" or track "_ _:x x", then press 0-9 to select required track or time; in Bluetooth, press 
      the key to implement # dialing function; in radio mode, press the key and number keys to select 
     frequency.
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AF : Press the key to start up the AF (RDS function), long press to turn off RDS

PTY : press the key to select the RDS program, such as POP. M--NEWS --- INFO - FINANCE, 
there are totally 27 programs for choosing. Press enter  after selecting category, the unit 
will search radio programs in this category automatically. You can also press the number 
keys 1-6 on the panel to save the radio programs in the corresponding key, the LCD monitor 
will show the abbreviation name of the radio programs

TA:Press this key to start TA function (Traffic Alert function), when it is turned on, the machine 
will switch into alerts automatically if there is a traffic alert,

       :under any mode, press this key to turn on Bluetooth; under Bluetooth mode, press this key to 
hang up or turn off Bluetooth. 

       :under Bluetooth mode, press this key to dial or answer calls; under Bluetooth mode, this key
 works as a key to input telephone numbers. 

 Bluetooth(Optional)

NAV:Press the key to enter into the GPS.

 GPS(Optional)

 RDS(Optional)
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5. Basic Operations

Readjustment 
    This device shall be reset before first use or after replacing battery. Press ESET on the 
    panel to set the device in initial settings.
    NOTE: This function is available only by pressing the button on this machine.

Power on/off 
    Press          to power on.
    NOTES: 
    Volume meter set between 6 and 30 will remain on the next power-on. When volume 
    meter is above 30, it will be restored to 30 after power off; when volume meter is below 6,
    it will be restored to 6 after power off. This function is also available by pressing VOL/SEL 
    on this device.

Volume adjustment
    Turn the VOL knob to adjust volume. Turn clockwise to increase; turn counterclockwise to 
    decrease.

Sound effect setup 
    Press SEL repeatedly to select desired mode as follow:

     NOTE: 
     Turn VOL knob to adjust the status of current mode after selection.

 R-front L-rear R-rear Subwoof

Volume Angle Treble Middle Bass

L-front
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6. Radio Operations

Mute function
    Pressing          to shut off audio output, with MUTE displayed on the screen. Press it again 
    to unmute.
    Notes: This function is available by the buttons on this device and remote controller.

EQ Setting
    Press EQ to switch preset modes as follow: 

POP CLASSIC

EQ OFF ROCK

Switch to radio mode to display as follow: 
1. Waveband selection
    In radio mode, press BAND repeatedly to switch 
    between wavebands as follow:

    This function is available through BAND on touch 
    screen or panel.

FM1 FM2 FM3

 MW2 MW1 SYS
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2. Manual/Automatic tuning 
    (1) Manual tuning: Long press     /     on remote controller repeatedly to tune to the desired 
          frequency. 
    (2) Automatic tuning: Press     /     to search for radio channels automatically.
          This function is available by (long) pressing                  on front panel.
3. Preset radio channel reception
    This device can save 30 radio channels. (18-FM, 12-FM)
    Press           to select from saved radio channels with current wave band, number and 
    frequency displayed on the screen.
    This function is also available by pressing the Radio Channel Preset button on touch screen. 
    This function is also available by pressing the Radio Channel Preset buttons (1-6) on 
        remote control.
4. Saving preset radio channels automatically/manually
    Six radio channels can be saved for every waveband. 
    Save channels automatically
    (1) Waveband selection 
    (2) Press AMS, the tuner will automatically search for and save radio channels with stronger 
         signals in selected waveband.
    Save channels manually
    (1) Select waveband and tune to radio channels to be saved.
    (2). Long press any of the radio channel preset keys (1-6) on remote controller or touch 
          screen to save the selected radio channel.
    If you save a new radio channel, the current channel, if any, will replaced by the new channel.
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5. Long-range, Short-range selection 
    In radio mode, press LOC to receive radio channels with strong/poor signal.
   (1) When the monitor displays LOC: ON after pressing LOC, only radio channels with 
        strong signal can be received.
   (2) Press LOC again, the monitor displays LOC: OFF and radio channels of both strong 
        and poor signal can be received.
6. Mono/Stereo selection
    In FM mode, press ST to select mono or stereo radio

7. Bluetooth Operations

Hand-Free Telephone (HFT) 
This device can make hand free calling by connecting this device to a mobile phone supporting 
Bluetooth (Please refer to user manual of your mobile phone for Bluetooth settings) ;  

 Please speak aloud and clearly during telephone conversation. 
 Please close car windows before dialing.
 Noise may appear in the call due to human factors and weak signals.
 Restriction of mobile phone may prohibit the use of HFT function. 

Connection
Switch to Bluetooth mode
   
Tap PAIR to enable pairing function
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Enable the searching function of mobile phone (BtCarKit)
   
Select Bluetooth device in the mobile phone (BtCarKit)
Type in pairing code 1234
   
Successful connection (The monitor will display Connect )
NOTES:

 Connect this device with mobile phone by Bluetooth wireless transmission; (Please refer to 
     user manual of your mobile phone for Bluetooth settings) 

 After successful pairing within valid range, if the connection is interrupted accidently, TFT 
     will display NO Connect press LINK on monitor to reconnect. (Please refer to Bluetooth 
     Setup on page 6)

Making calls
1. Enter telephone numbers with number keys on remote 
    controller or touch screen, then press        to make a 
    call with the screen displaying dialed phone number.
2. Making a call in Call History: switch to interface of 
    Phone Book. You can make a call by selecting a 
    number from the list of received calls, dialed calls or 
    missed calls and then pressing the key       . 
    A maximum of 16 records can be saved in each list. 
    Turn pages by tapping       on touch panel.
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Answering calls
For an incoming call, the ringtone sounds with the caller's 
number displayed on the screen; tap        on the touch 
screen to answer it.

Ending calls
Press        on touch screen to hang up.

 Pressing      /      on the remote controller can also 
     make/end a call.

 The system will automatically stop other audio resource and switch to HFT interface when 
     there is an incoming call; the system will automatically return to previous mode after ending 
     the call.

Voice is output through loudspeaker by default. Tap Audio Transfer on touch screen to 
    switch to phone mode during conversation; tap it again to return to hand-free mode. (Please 
    refer to page 5 for details.)

Bluetooth audio functions 
This device supports wireless control/operation of the 
audio files on devices supporting Bluetooth, such as 
mobile phone and portable player. 
For details about connecting Bluetooth device, please 
refer to Connection in Bluetooth Operations. 
For information about operation, please refer to Bluetooth 
Setup on page 6.

21
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 Do not support video playing.
 This function is also available by remote control.

Remote controller prompts;
       Pause/Play
            Select the previous/next music 
      Stop playing

8. TV Operations

Analog Television 
1. Mode selection
Select TV mode by pressing SRC on the remote controller 
or panel or tapping the touch panel.
2. TV Channels Search (Auto Search): 
Press     /     on the remote controller or tap SEEK-/SEEK+ 
on touch screen to search for TV channels automatically.
3. Save TV channels automatically: 
Press AMS on the remote controller or touch screen to save the searched TV channels 
automatically to memory in sequence.
4. TV channels selection
    1). Press     /     on the remote controller to select saved channels upwards and downwards.
    2). Press the number keys (1-9) on the remote controller to select channels directly. Press 
         GOTO on remote controller and then press the corresponding numbers to select channels 
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         of multi digits.
    3). Tap the touch screen to select channels. Tap the button CH-/CH+ on monitor to turn pages.
5. TV system selection 
Repeatedly tap PAL-DK on touch screen to select corresponding TV system in user's location.
NOTES: When watching TV, tap monitor to display menu of TV operations. The menu will 
               automatically hide the menu in case of no operations in five seconds.

9. DVD/VCD/CD Operations

1. Disc insertion
    Insert disc to automatically switch to DVD mode.
     Press    on this device to eject disc. 
2. Quick selection of music fast forwards/backwards 
    Press      to play the previous music, press      to play the next music.
    This function is also available by pressing  / on this machine.
    Press     /     on remote controller to play fast forwards/backwards with speeds switching as 
    follows:

3. Stop playing 
    Press      to make this device in pre-stop status, then press ENTER to play current music or 
    chapter, press it twice to stop playing completely, and press ENTER to play from the first 
    music track.
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4. Pause Playing
    Press      to pause playing, then press it again to resume playing.
5. Random playing
    In VCD, CD mode, press RDM on the remote control, RANDOM will display on the 
    screen and this device will enter random playing. Press it again to exit this function.
6. Replay
    In playing mode, press RPT on the remote controller to enable replay.
    The DVD will repeat playing as follow:

    The VCD/CD will repeat playing as follow:

    * The device replays the whole disc by default 
7. Slow Motion Playing 
    The DVD will play as follow by pressing      repeatedly: 

    The VCD will repeat playing as follow by pressing      repeatedly: 

    This function is only available by remote control.

CHAPTER  TITLE
 OFF

 TRACK OFF  
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8. Zoom/Resize image
    In DVD/VCD mode, press ZOOM to resize video as follow: 

    This function is only available by remote control.
9. System switching
    In VCD mode, press AUDIO on the remote controller to switch systems as follow:

10. Programming playing
      In DVD/VCD/CD mode, press PROG to display program editing menu, then press 
      number keys to enter the track ID which requires programming and move the cursor to
     tart and press it to began programming playing; Move the cursor to EXIT and press 
     ENTER to exit this function; Move the cursor to PREV and press ENTER to go 
      to the previous page; Move the cursor to NEXT and press ENTER to go to the next 
      page. 
      In program playing, press PROG to exit.
     This function is only available by remote control.

TRACK            OFF

MONO LEFT            MONO RIGHT 

STRTEO            MIX-MONO          
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11. Subtitle language Selection (Multi-subtitles)
      The user can switch subtitle languages when playing DVD with multi-subtitles. Press 
      SUB-T to switch subtitle languages as follow:
      
      NOTES:
      This function is only available by remote control.
      This function is only available for DVD with subtitles.
12. Audio Language Selection (multiple audio tracks)
     The DVD player supports voice in multiple languages and various audio systems. You can 
     shift among different languages and audio systems when playing a DVD  disc with multiple 
     audio tracks. Press AUDIO repeatedly to switch dialogue languages as follow:

     NOTES:
     This function is only available by remote control.
     This function is only available for DVD with multiple audio.
13. Menu selection (DVD mode)
     While playing DVD, press TITLE on the remote controller to return to root menu, and then 
     press     or      to select different chapters or titles. 
     This function is also available by tapping the touch panel.
14. Root menu selection (DVD mode)
     When playing DVD, press MENU on the remote controller to select root menu, press  
                   and ENTER to enter submenu, and then enter your desired menu using arrow 
     keys, number keys and ENTER.

Subtitle 01 Subtitle 2  Subtitle OFF   

Audio 01  Audio 02.  
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15. Menu Setup
     In DVD/VCD/CD mode, press SETUP on the remote controller to display menu settings. 
     The user can select demanding menu by pressing              on the remote controller and 
     press ENTER to confirm.
    NOTES:
     This function is also available with touch screen.
     If the selected language is not recorded on the disc, default language will be displayed.
     Please refer to System Setup for details on SETUP MENU.
     Function settings may vary with devices or disc formats.
16. Switching Video Automatically
    Attention: The Video is Disabled While driving will appear on TFT monitor if DVD is 
     played while driving; the system will automatically switch to playing state after stopping the 
     auto. 
17. Switching to rear view in backing
     The system will switch to rear view when the car is backing.

10. System Setup

Press SETUP on the remote controller to display setup menu, which contains submenus of 
common settings, audio settings, parameter settings, password settings and exit settings.
1. Shift up/down/left/right arrow key on the controller to an item which needs adjustment and 
    select it by pressing ENTER. Press left arrow key to return to the previous menu. 
2. To exit from the setup menu, select Exit or press SETUP. 
* You can also perform setup operations by touching the screen. 
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1. General setup page
1.1 Screen aspect ratio
Screen aspect ratio and pictures may vary according to different discs and screens. 
NOTES: 
If disc picture comes preset at 4:3, adjustment of screen display will not change the ratio. Refer 
to specific DVD format to select from diversified display formats. Video pictures can be 
horizontally compressed if DVD is in the format of 16:9, and display in 4:3. Some DVDs would 
remain their original formats regardless of the changing of screen display format. 
1.2 OSD language
You can select a certain language according to your needs.
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2. Audio setup page
You can set up digital audio and Dolby bits according to 
your needs. 

2.1 Digital audio setup

SPDIF OFF
Select it to turn off digital audio output.
The device will output analog audio after being connected 
with audio output wire (including front, back, left, right, 
middle and mega bass).
SPDIF RAW
Simultaneous output of digital audio and analog audio. 
SPDIF PCM
Output digital audio 
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2.2 Dolby Setup
DUAL MONO
Select it to enable dual audio output. 
DYNAMIC
Select it to adjust audio dynamic ranges. 

3. Initial setup page
This function can be activated only when playing is 
completely stopped. The settings will remain at the next 
power-on. 
3.1 Audio language
Set up your preferred audio language in playing DVD.
(Only effective when the DVD disc supports the language.)

3.2 Subtitle
Set up your preferred DVD subtitle. (Only effective when the DVD disc supports the language.)
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3.3 Disc menu 
Set up your preferred disc menu. (Only effective when the DVD disc supports the language.)

3.4 Parent control 
This function depends on classification of DVD discs.
Note: 
* Parent control is ineffective if the password control 
   is disabled;
* To keep parent control effective, enable the password 
   control after setting. 

3.5 Factory settings 
Press ENTER to set the device into its factory settings.
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4. Password setup page
4.1 Password control
Enable password control to lock up the password, and 
disable password control to unlock password.
   * Enabling/disabling password control 
      requires previous password. 
   * Initial password is 136900.

4.2 Password change
You can change the password when required. Enter 6 digits as your new password. 

You can tap the password input box to display number keys and then 
enter a new password.
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5. Exit from system setup 
Move the cursor to with arrow keys on remote controller, 
and press ENTER to exit from system setup.
Tap to exit directly. 

6. TV picture size Setup
Different TV picture aspect ratios: 

                      
4:3 16:9

4:3

16:9

TV Picture Sizes
Picture Frame
                                    4:3 Panorama    4:3 Mailbox         Wide Screen
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SURROUND

DIGITAL

8

16 : 9 LB

2

CC
RESTRICTEDRRegion code and 

signal system Digital language

Dolby surround Subdirectory 
language 

DTS surround

7. Disc-supported functions 
This device supports an array of disc functions: 

Picture aspect 
ratio

Restricted

View angle

Disable subtitle

11. MP3 Operations

1. Insert MP3-compatible disc, SD card and USB driver.
Remove the plastic cover in the lower left corner of the panel and inset USB driver or SD/MMC 
card. The unit automatically switches into MP3 mode, and the screen displays the following:
Tap this area to display number keys
Tap the up/down arrow keys to page up/down.
* Page up/down by pressing        on the remote controller 
   when playing is stopped.
* Press    on the unit to eject discs.

2. Replay
Press RPT on the remote controller for replay of the 
current music with REPEAT ONE displayed.

Click here to display number keys
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3. Music selection
- Upward/ downward music selection
In playing Mp3, press            on the remote controller or tap NEXT/PREV on the touch screen 
to select music upward/downward.
- Digital music selection
Press number buttons on the remote controller to select. To select a multi-digit music ID, input 
the ID from the left to right digit using number buttons, e.g., to select 23rd piece of music, press 
2 first, then press 3.
Note:
* This function is performable through remote controller and numeric keyboard on the screen 
which appears after tapping the screen on the upper right corner. Press CLEAR to clear false 
inputs.
4. Stop
Press     on the remote controller or tap STOP on the touch screen to stop playing.
5. Pause
Under playing state, press      on the remote controller to pause, and press it again to resume 
playing. Press BAND/      on the panel or tap PAUSE on the touch screen to perform the same 
operation.
6. Fast forward/backward playing 
Press      to fast forward or press      to fast backward. Speed factor follows the cycle below for 
each pressing:

Long press             on the panel to perform the same operation. 
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7. Folder operation
If folders are contained in discs, SD cards, or MMC cards, press            on the remote controller 
or tap PREV/NEXT on the touch screen to select the desired folder, then press ENTER on the 
remote controller to start music playing automatically from the first piece.

12. Installation Guide

 Make sure this device works normally before installation.
 Please use only the accessories supplied with the device to ensure 

     proper installation. Using unauthorized accessories may cause faults. 
 If any modifications to your car is required to install the device, such 

     as punching, please consult the dealer. 
 Installation of this device shall not block the driver's view or pose 

     danger to passengers in case of sudden braking.
 Do not install this device in hot places, such as nearby heating air outlet, as overheating 

     may damage semiconductor laser components.
 To get the best performance, the installing gradient shall not be over 30 . 
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Device Installation
Mount the metal bush into the instrument panel, and bend the mental jaws by 90 to fasten it. 
Fasten floor iron bar to the corresponding metal part on the chassis to improve anti-interference c
apability. Slide the device into the metal bush until the spring plates on both sides fix the device 
securely.
 

Device Disassembly
Disassemble the decorative frame first, separately align the notch of disassembly keys 
(accessories attached to the device.) to the hole on both sides of the device, and then insert. 
When you hear a click indicating that fastening spring plates have been pressed down, pull 
out the device by grasping the keys.
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13. Troubleshooting

Common problems
Problem Reason Solution

The wire isn't connected to the 
connector properly; The fuse is melt

Please make sure all connections 
are properly; Please replace new 
fuse with same capacity

Battery capacity is low Replace a new battery

Disc is dirty;
The disc is incompatible

Clean the disc;
Check the disc type

The connection isn't proper;
For certain discs, the 96KHZ 
sampling frequency is disabled

Check the connection;
Set the output to 48KHZ sampling 
frequency

This operation is disabled for disc;
The operation isn't compatible with 
the disc

Can't operate
Can't operate

The device isn't installed properly Fix the device; 
refer to the installation guide

The disc has defect;
The device has fault

Press and hold the EXIT(    ) button; 
if the normal operation isn't restored, 
please contact local retailer or 
maintenance center

Can't turn on the device

The remote control is invalid

Can't play the disc

No sound

     symbol appears and 
can't operate

The audio and video skip

The disc can't be rejected

The disc is in the slot but 
there is no sound, or the 
disc is rejected automatically

The disc isn't installed properly;
The disc is dirty or scratched

Keep the disc label upwards;
Clean the disc or replace a new disc
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DVD 

VCD

Problem Reason Solution

Can't switch the audio 
language and caption 
language

The disc isn't recorded with several 
languages; you can only switch among 
the options indicated in the disc items

If the disc isn't recorded with several 
languages, you can't switch the 
language

No caption The disc doesn't have caption The disc doesn't have this function
The SETUP MENU doesn't 
have the audio language 
and caption language

The playing disc doesn't have the 
audio language or caption language 
selected in the SETUP MENU

If the selected language isn't 
recorded, you can't switch to this 
language

Can't switch watching 
angle

The disc doesn't have multiple 
angles; try to switch the scene 
that isn't recorded with multiple 
angles to multi-angle mode

If the disc isn't recorded with multiple 
angles, you can't switch the playing 
angle; switch the angle if the scene 
has multiple angles

While playing, the image 
isn't clear/distorted and 
dark

The disc is recorded with the signal 
of copy protection (certain discs 
may integrate)

Since this device is compatible to the copy protection system, when you play the disc with copy protection signal, the image on certain monitors may have horizontal veins or other defects; however, it doesn't indicate that the device has problem
Can't use PBC (playback 
control) menu

The played VCD disc doesn't have 
PBC function;
PBC is switched to OFF

For the VCD that doesn't have PBC 
function, it is not possible to switch 
PBC to ON

Can't repeat playing and search PBC is switched to ON Switch PBC to OFF
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14. Technical Specifications

General specifications
Power: DC/12V (10.8~16V)
Grounding: Negative grounding
Maximum current: 15A
Maximum power: 4 40W
Load resistance: 4 (4~8 )
Dimensions: 178mm(W) 50mm(H) 230mm(D)
Weight: 2.6KG

DVD Player
Audio output: 2.0Vrms 0.3V 10K
S/N Ratio: 62dB(1KHz)
Dynamic range: 80dB(1KHz)
Distortion: 0.2%
Video output: 1.0Vp-p 0.2V/75
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15. Accessories

1. Bushing (one) 
2. Decoration frame (one) 
3. Remote controller (one)
4. Disassembling keys (two)

5. AV input conversion line (one) 
6. Power line (one) 
7. User's Manual (one)

FM Tuning
Practical sensitivity: 10dB
S/N Ratio: 55dB (mono)
Distortion: 0.5%(mono)
Stereo Crosstalk: 30dB(1KHz)

MW Tuning  
Practical sensitivity: 30dB
S/N Ratio: 50dB
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